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Leaders Take
Inventory Often of
their Strengths and
their Weaknesses
By Henry A. Harbuck/ Ph.D., Th.D., D.Sc., OBIS

General Overseer

Effective leaders have learned the importance of taking an inventory. Do

you ever take an inventory? If, after an honest evaluation, you discover

weaknesses in your character, would you try to improve in your weak

areas? For example, if you know you’re a good speaker, expand on this

even further. However, this may be difficult if you’re a pastor. Why?

Because most church members lead their pastors to believe, “You’re the

greatest speaker in the world.” Learn where your talent lies. Great

speakers are rare. Decide now if you’re willing to invest the hours of

practice that will make you a great speaker. On the other hand you may

have a flair for writing. But, don’t waste your time trying to write books

if you have no talent for writing. If possible, include other experts who

aren’t friends in your evaluation, lest you give yourself too many

"points” for your abilities. There are many self-help books that may be

purchased at your local bookstore that would also help you avoid the

pitfalls that are common to us all. ♥

On Mother's Day
we celebrate

We honor and appreciate
all men and women who



moms and everything
they do!

HAPPY MOTHER'S
DAY!!!

served for our freedom!
HAPPY

MEMORIAL DAY!!!

ANNOUNCEMENT

Omega Bible Institute and Seminary wants to reconnect and stay in
touch with its Alumni worldwide. Through our online newsletter we
are giving opportunities to all Omega graduates and students who
wants to be featured in our newsletter. This way we will know how
Omega helped you and served as a vehicle to reach your God-given

purpose.
 

We would love to receive a written testimonies from you or articles
that you wrote personally. You can send via email to

 admin@omega.edu or mail to
Omega Bible Institute - 2149 Hwy 139, Monroe LA 71203



Featured Graduate
By Rev. Angel Lopez, LeHigh Acres, FL
As a Christian I understand the important of a great Bible

foundation. Paul tells us in 2 Timothy 3:16 that the Scriptures

are great measuring rod for teaching what God wants for us.

This verse also teaches us that the Scriptures are inspired by

God. I have looked at many different Bible schools that taught

the Bible but also affordable. A pastor that I knew gave me the

web site of Omega Bible Institute and Seminary. I looked at some of the courses that

were being given and also the cost of the course, I then decided to go for my degree. As

I worked on my courses, I found out that I was given the opportunity to give my likes

and dislikes on every course. Each course gave me time not just to read and do

questions but also to come up with in-depth questions and answers to them, doing this I

had to go deep into the Scripture. I have taken courses at other Bible schools all they

wanted was for you to read and answer questions to pass. Omega Bible Institute, for

me, goes beyond just answering questions but gives you the opportunity to study and

come up with your conclusion. I started my degree to just get a bachelor's degree, but

as i began to dig deep into the Scripture, I knew then that i was going continue and get

my master's in arts in Biblical Studies. As of today, I am working to get my Doctorate

in Ministry. I believe that if you are looking for a great school to learn the Word of

God, this is the place to start your journey. The staff of this institute are very

knowledgeable and helpful. Many schools just want your money and don't really care

about their students, but from my experience I always have my questions and concerns

dealt with promptly, and the Dean of Omega also have time for you. This group of

spirit filled staff will be with you throughout your your educational journey.

Featured Student
By Milford Marshall, Fairview Heights, IL
It has always been my desire and zeal to study Theology. After

searching the web for a Bible College, I decided to contact Omega

Bible Institute & Seminary. On that particular day Dr. Henry

Harbuck answered the phone and informed me that there was a

storm in their area. The staff was out to lunch. He and I had a

wonderful and inspiring forty minute talk. My search was over. Omega was my choice.

Dr. Harbuck informed me that he would have the necessary enrollment forms sent to

me. I immediately completed them and sent them back.

Shortly afterwards, I received notification that I was accepted. It was a very exciting

day for me. I have enjoyed and benefited from the studies. it has also helped me in my



church duties. I look forward to completing my studies at Omega, and sharing the

good news about Omega with others.

Special Thanks to Dr. Henry Harbuck, Dr. Jan Harbuck, the Professors, and Office

Staff Tiffany Tatum, Amber Blaylock, and Jessica Wallace!
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HAVE THE KNOWLEDGE BUT NO
RECOGNITION FOR IT?

Check out our
DEGREE BY TESTING

We look forward to hearing from you...
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